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NBR & UW Law School to Co-Host “Innovate in India” in Seattle

WHAT: On April 10, the National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR) and University of Washington Law School’s Center for Advanced Study & Research on Intellectual Property will convene a public discussion in Seattle, Washington on India’s environment for innovation and recommendations for public policy. Join Senator Slade Gorton, Stewart Beck of the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada, and others to explore how the United States, India and other stakeholders, including major economies in the Asia-Pacific, can work together to address intellectual property policy priorities and other industrial issues that have critical implications for investment environments and economic growth.

At the event, NBR will release its multi-year study, “Innovate in India: Global Perspectives on the Continuing Evolution of India’s IP Policy.”

WHEN: Friday, April 10, 2015
10:00 a.m.–12:20 p.m.

WHERE: William H. Gates Hall, Room 117
University of Washington School of Law
4293 Memorial Way, Seattle, WA 98195

WHO: Toshiko Takenaka (Center for Advanced Study & Research on Intellectual Property, University of Washington Law School)
Stewart Beck (Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada)
Pallavi Mehta Wahi (K&L Gates)
Senator Slade Gorton (Slade Gorton International Policy Center, NBR)
Roy Kamphausen (NBR)
Meredith Miller (NBR)

SUBMIT A QUESTION:
Join the conversation on Twitter: @NBRnews, #IndiaIP. To submit questions for our panelists, simply tweet to us or email media@nbr.org.

INTERVIEW INQUIRIES, COMPLIMENTARY REPORTS, RSVP:
Rachel Wagley, media@nbr.org, +01 202-347-9767

About The National Bureau of Asian Research
Founded in 1989 with a major grant from the Henry M. Jackson Foundation, NBR is an independent, nonpartisan research institution committed to informing and strengthening U.S. policy toward the Asia-Pacific. NBR also helps train the next generation of scholars who concentrate on Asia.
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